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Abstract— Many research eﬀorts have been made on human context recognition, especially activity
recognition using sensors such as accelerometers embedded in smartphones. However, few studies are
conducted for recognizing human context while operating smartphones (smartphone operating context or socontext in short). Examples of so-contexts are smoking or eating while operating smartphones and playing a
game while in the train. Estimating so-contexts will bring new services such as notification timing
optimization and user interface optimization. In this paper, aiming to provide a tool toward so-context
estimation, we propose a system that monitors, recognizes and outputs user's touch operations on Android
phones. To realize so-context estimation, the system needs to satisfy three requirements: (1) it should work on
any android device, (2) it should run in the background of any application, and (3) it should identify touch
operations in high-level format and output the identified operations with the detailed information like finger
position and movement for so-context recognition. For the above requirements, we developed our proposed
system as an Android application which analyzes raw data output by the OS including a time series of points
on the screen, and recognizes 7 representative high-level touch operations such as swipe and rotate with
information on the number of fingers used, the pressure level and the track between the start-point and the
end-point. We evaluated our system and confirmed that it achieved recognition accuracies of 100% for
single- or double- finger swipe and single-finger touch operations (swipe), and 98% for two- finger touch
operations (pinch, rotate, etc.). Moreover, to show the applicability of our system, we tried to recognize the
phone holding style as a so-context from touch operations. As a result, we confirmed that it achieved Fmeasure of 96.5% for classification among 8 diﬀerent holding styles.
Keywords— touch operations, smartphone operation context recognition, machine learning
I. INTRODUCTION
As smartphones with multiple sensors embedded get widespread, many studies on human context recognition
utilizing data obtained only from smartphone sensors have been widely conducted. For example, Kawaguchi et
al. [1] are promoting a project called HASC that aims to recognize basic human activities like walking and
running, Hemminki et al. [2] conducted a study on recognizing the vehicle type while a user is moving, Ouchi et
al. [3] proposed a method for recognizing daily living activities, and Hao et al. [4] developed a method for
recognizing sleeping states. On the other hand, nowadays many people are always using smartphones and we
believe that estimating human context while operating the smartphones (smartphone operating context or socontext in short) is becoming more important. However, few studies are conducted for recognizing so-context
from data obtained by smartphone sensors. Examples of so-contexts are smoking or eating while operating
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smartphones and eagerly playing a game or writing texts for e-mail while in the train. Estimating so-contexts
will bring new services such as notification timing optimization and user interface optimization.
As a means for recognizing so-context, we focused on smartphone's touch panel sensor and touch operations
obtained as a consequence of interaction with it. For example, it is likely that user uses the opposite hand to the
usual one when operating smartphone while smoking or eating. Another example is that smartphone holding
style (operation form) and/or touch behavior may be diﬀerent when eagerly playing a game or writing texts from
the usual holding style. Some commercial software such as Clicktale [5] have already been made available for
acquisition of touch operations in high-level format like swipe and rotate, but they are provided as libraries and
must be embedded in each application. Thus, these existing software tools cannot be utilized for the purpose of
obtaining high-level touch operations over any application running.
In this paper, we propose a novel system that outputs user's touch operations on Android as a sensor data for
recognizing so-context. As a foundation to develop so-context recognition methods based on touch operations,
we developed a system for Android which monitors and outputs touch operations. The system has three
requirements: (1) the system should work on any android devices, (2) the system should run in the back-ground
of any applications, and (3) the system should identify touch operations in a high-level format like swipe, rotate,
etc. and output the identified operations with detailed information including the swipe length, pressure level, etc.,
that are suﬃcient for so-context recognition.
For the above requirements, we developed our proposed system as an Android application. The developed
Android application analyzes raw data output by the operating system (OS), which have diﬀerent formats in
diﬀerent devices, and include a time series of points on the screen and recognizes 7 representative high-level
touch operations such as swipe and rotate with the information on the number of fingers used, the pressure level
and the track between the start-point and the end-point.
We evaluated our system and confirmed that recognition accuracies of 100% for single- or double- finger
swipe and single- finger touch operations (swipe), and 98% for two-finger touch operations (pinch, rotate, etc.).
Moreover, to show the applicability of the proposed system, we tried to recognize the phone holding style
(operation form) as a so-context from touch operations output by our system. As a result, we confirmed that
classification among 8 diﬀerent holding styles can be achieved at F-measure of 96.5%.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Context estimation using smartphone
There are many studies of context estimation using smartphones [6]. For example, there are studies to
estimate basic motions such as standing, sitting, running, and walking using accelerometers and gyro sensors [1,
7, 8, 9].
Kawaguchi et al [1] have estimated the six basic motion contexts of stay, walk, jogging, skip, stair-up and
stair-down by using acceleration. Wu et al. [8] show that three motion contexts of walking, jogging, and sitting
can be estimated with high accuracy by using accelerometer and gyroscope. In this way, it is possible to
estimate the basic motion context using an accelerometer and a gyro sensor.
In addition to these basic motion contexts, there are also studies of more complex context estimation [2-4].
Hemminki et al [2] have estimated not only the basic motion context but also the transportation mode (bus, train,
metro, tram or car) by combining the data obtained from the acceleration. Ouchi et al. [3] developed a
smartphone-based monitoring system for an elderly person's daily living activities (such as brushing teeth,
toileting, washing dishes, talking, going outside, and so on) using accelerometer and microphone. Hao et al. [4]
developed iSleep, which is a practical system for monitoring an individual's sleep context such as body
movement, coughing and snoring using a microphone of a smartphone. Such combination of data enables
complex context estimation.
What kind of data should we add for more complex context estimation? We focus on the touch operation of
the smartphone as new data. So-context is one of the critical elements in the context that appears in the user's
state. For example, if a person is operating a smart-phone while walking, he/she might be looking for the way.
By adding the touch operation log in this manner, more complex context estimation becomes possible. In this
study, we construct a system to collect touch operation logs and a method to estimate so-context from those data.
B. Context estimation based on touch operation
In order to estimate so-context, it is necessary to collect a touch operation. There are some commercial
services to collect the touch operation as follows: Clicktale Touch[1]; Ptengine[2]; Localytics[3]; USERDIVE
for Apps[4]; and Appsee[5].
These services have a function of analyzing and visualizing which application and Web page are targeted,
which button is pressed, and which area is touched. The common point is that the service provider distributes
the dedicated SDK to the developer, and the developer creates the application incorporating the SDK. Touch
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operations are uploaded into cloud services through the SDK and results are presented on the website.
Application developers can easily introduce the touch operation analysis system to their applications using
provided SDK. However, the touch operations that can be collected by the system is only when using a specific
application, and not all touch operations.
In many previous studies, the collected touch operation log is used for security and interface improvement
[10-18]. In the security field, there are TouchLogger [10] and Touchalytics [11]. These studies have tried to
authenticate individuals with swipe and acceleration when using keyboard applications, similar to studies that
authenticate individuals with keyboard keystroke status [19-21].
As a research of interface improvement, Kurosawa et al. [18] have proposed a new operation method that is
Page 3 of 11
based on the swipe direction of one hand operation. In their research, they observed swipe operations and
clarified that swiping in the upper left direction is rare when operating a smartphone with the right thumb. This
rare swipe event was assigned a new operation function. They monitored the device file to observe the operation.
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to watch a news site while smoking, (case 2) concentrating on playing a smartphone game while sitting, and
(case 3) eagerly making a document with smartphone while moving on the train, are part of so-context. It is
important to estimate so-context from touch operations, because there will be a variety of applications such as
optimal timing to show ads/notifications and dynamic user interface change.
B. Information needed for so-context recognition
In order to recognize so-context, we need suﬃcient information of touch operations that enable recognition of
while-activities, concentration and/or proficiency levels during smartphone operation, user profile, and so on.
From our observation on smartphone operation usage, we believe that while-activities likely change
smartphone holding style (operation form), and concentrating on smart-phone operations such as playing game
and writing texts shows diﬀerent pressure and/or finger moving speed on the screen from non-concentrating
situations.
According to the above discussion, we concluded that the following information on touch operations must be
obtained:
 high-level touch operation types (single/multi touch, swipe, rotate, etc.) as shown in Fig. 2-Fig. 5
 frequency of touches per region in the screen.
 pressure and moving speed of finger(s) on the screen.

Figure 2: Single and
multi touch

Figure 3: Single and
multi swipe

Figure 4: Pinch in and
pinch out

Figure 5: Rotate left
and right

C. Requirements of touch operation acquisition system
To recognize so-context, touch operation information must be obtained while any application is used. As
addressed in Section 2, it is diﬃcult to embed touch operation acquisition SDK in any application. Thus, we
need a mechanism that can run on background of other applications and continuously obtain touch operation
information.
As addressed in previous section, we also need a mechanism to not only identify high-level touch operations
but also obtain the detailed information on each touch operation including its position on the screen, pressure
and moving speed. To summarize, the following requirements must be satisfied in the touch operation
acquisition system:
Req. 1: Touch operation acquisition independent of applications
Req. 2: Extraction of information eﬀective for so-context recognition
D. Technical challenges for touch operation acquisition
In this work, we target Android devices [6].
1) General procedure to obtain touch operations in Android
Touch operations in Android devices are recognized in steps shown in Fig. 6. At first, touch panel driver
recognizes an event happened when the user touches screen, and its capacitance changes. Next, the driver
outputs the touch log corresponding to the event recognized to an event device file, /dev/input/eventX, where X
is a number diﬀerent among devices. The touch log output to the event device file is passed to System Server
that is part of Application Framework (class library called from applications). Then the System Server
recognizes high level touch operations and the recognized result is passed to application process.
Android OS carries out touch log complement and re-sampling for adjusting points (coordinates) on the touch
screen.
Touch log complement is performed in the touch panel driver where missing points are complemented using
past touch log data and points near screen edge are discarded. The algorithm and where and when it is executed
are manufacturer dependent.
Resampling for points adjustment is performed in application process. This is used to synchronize the
movement of the user's finger(s) and the movement of the content on screen, that is for smooth screen content
movement by intuitive operations.
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However, the adjusted touch operations do not exactly match where and how user touches but they are the
operations estimated or after pruning some touched points by InputConsumer process.2
2) Possible method for obtaining touch operations
Knowing how touch operations are obtained by Android OS, we elaborated where we should get the
information for touch operations.
A typical approach to get touch operations information on Android is to use SDK in each application process
shown in Fig. 6. Using SDK such as Clicktale [5] allows each process to get touch operation information.
However, this approach requires every application to embed the SDK and does not meet our requirement that
touch operations can be obtained while using any application.
Then we employ another approach that reads “eventX” and analyzes the log to recognize high level touch
operations so that we can get touch operations while using any application. Although the touch operations
obtained in each application are a bit diﬀerent from those output in /dev/input/eventX because of points
adjustment, the diﬀerence can be ignored for our purpose (i.e., so-context recognition).

Figure 6: Relation between recognition flow of touch operation and proposed system
3) Technical challenges
There are two technical challenges when we employ the above approach. The first challenge is that touch log
formats of output to eventX are diﬀerent from device to device. It is necessary to investigate touch log formats
for as many devices as possible.
The second challenge is that only raw data (a time series of touched points) are output to eventX. Since high
level touch operation like swipe consists of multiple consecutive points, we need to accurately identify whether
those points are generated by a single finger swipe, by multiple fingers or something else.
Our proposed methods for these technical challenges are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR TOUCHANALYZER
In this section, we explain the overall configuration of the proposed system and the detail of the
implementation of each module.
A. Overall configuration of the proposed system
Our proposed system consists of a client module, a server module, and an analysis module as shown in Fig. 7.

6

Our approach can be applied to iOS devices, but it has not been tested yet.
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1) Client module
The client module has functions to monitor, record and upload touch event data. It is developed as an Android
application that requires root permission. It keeps observing and recording “\dev\input" where the operating
system stores various event logs, and it uploads every 10000 lines of a target event log to the server module.
Note that the exact path to the touch event log is slightly diﬀerent on diﬀerent vendors and versions of
Android OS. For example, Samsung Galaxy S III (An-droid OS 4.0.2) stores the log at “\dev\input\event6", but
Galaxy Note II (Android OS 4.1.2) stores the log at “\dev\input\event2". In the future, we will develop a
function that can automatically find the exact path to the touch event log.
2) Server module
The server module consists of a database and API. In our current system, we tentatively use Dropbox as a
server module because the number of clients is small.
3) Analysis module
We developed a tool called TouchAnalyzer, which runs as a local application on a PC. The application was
developed using Python and matplotlib.
First, TouchAnalyzer loads the target data from the server module. Each line of log is composed of four
values as shown in Fig. 8. The first value is the elapsed time from the time a terminal woke up. Two kinds of
delimiter (“-" and “.") are used for separating seconds and microseconds. Since it is a relative value, we
transform it to an absolute Unix time by taking account of the wake-up time of the terminal. The second value is
a flag for representing the processing status. “0000" and “0003" shows un-processing and in-processing
respectively. The third value indicates the type of the fourth value. If the third value is “0035", the fourth value
represents an x-coordinate. Both the third and fourth values are hexadecimal values.
Second, TouchAnalyzer estimates the gestures by analyzing multiple lines, because one gesture is composed
of the combination of multiple lines. The meaning of each line is described in Table 1. It shows an example
when a user touches two points. Each column of this table indicates the line number, processing ag, type and
value respectively. Time information is eliminated, and (a) (g) corresponds to (a) (g) in Fig. 8.
When a user touches the screen, a log is started from tracking numbers (a) assigned automatically. Following
Hirabe et al.
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(a), a sequence number for each touch is output. Then coordinate values (c) (d) are output. In our experience,
(e)
and (f) are not always output. These values only appear in the log when the user touches with strong pressure. If
(g) is output, it means that a finger has left the screen.
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2) Single-swipe and multi-swipe
Swipe can be detected by observing lines (a) and (b). If the log contains multiple entries with the same (a)
value but diﬀerent (b) values appearing before (g), all of the (c) and (d) values for that (a) represent the
trajectory of the swipe. Single-swipe and multi-swipe can be distinguished in a similar manner to single vs.
multi-touch.
3) Pinch-in and Pinch-out
Pinch-in and pinch-out operation are special cases of double swipes. Here, we define two distance values L1
and L2 as shown Fig. 9 left. P1 and P2 are starting points of the double swipe. And P3 and P4 are ending points.
L1 represents a distance between P3 and P4. L2 represents a distance between P1 and P2. By comparing L1 and
L2, our system can recognize pinch in and out.
4) Rotate
Rotate can be defined by the combination of double touches and double swipes. If we define starting points
P1, P2 and ending points P3, P4, as shown Fig. 9 right, a rotate can be recognized by observing K1 and K2, that
can be calculated with cross product of vector v, w and u.

Figure 9: Definition of Pinch and Rotate

Figure 10: Total distance of a swipe

C. Calculation of swipe speed and distance
As shown in Fig. 10, the trajectory of a swipe is sometimes curved. In this case, the distance between a
starting point and an ending point is diﬀerent from the actual swipe distance. Therefore, we calculate a more
accurate swipe speed by the following formula:

Formula 1 means that average speed is calculated based on those of individual intervals.
D. Visualization

Fig. 11 shows the graphical user interface of our system. It can replay all the recorded touch
operations. It also calculates average speed, average distance, and frequency of each gesture
simultaneously. A circle depicts a single touch, and if the pressure is strong, the radius of the
circle becomes larger. The colors of each circle show the applications the touch operations
came from.
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V. SYSTEM EVALUATION

It is important to accurately recognize high-level touch operations for so-context recognition.
In this section, we will evaluate TouchAnalyzer on the accuracy of touch operation
recognition. We target 5 high-level touch operations: single- and multi- touch, single- and
multi- swipe, pinch-in, pinch-out and rotate.
A. Experimental method

We developed a test application for evaluation purposes as shown in Fig. 12 and installed it
on a Galaxy S2 with Android OS 4.0.2. The developed application displays box icons
numbered 1 to 8 on the screen and each subject conducts either touch or swipe for each icon
at one time. When a touch is recognized, the icon's color changes to red, whereas when a
swipe is recognized, its color changes to orange. We asked a subject to do 8 rounds of 100
touch and 100 swipe operations. In the first round, 1 finger was used, and in each successive
round, an additional finger was added. A total of 1,600 operations were collected.
In addition, we used Google Maps application to evaluate recognition accuracy for pinchin, pinch-out and rotate operations because these operations are often used in Google Maps.
We regard that the recognition is correct when the map extends by pinch-in operation, the
map shrinks by pinch-out operation, and the map rotates by rotate operation. The subject
conducted each of pinch-in, pinch-out and rotate operations 100 times for data collection.
B. Results

We define the metric of recognition accuracy in Equation 2.

where for each touch operation type t, at and bt denotes the number of recognitions as t by
TouchAnalyzer and the number of recognitions as t by the test application (ground truth),
respectively. Here, note that for each t, the number of recognitions as t by the test application
is 100.
The results are shown in Table 2. The recognition accuracy was at least 85 % for all types
of touch operations. The reason of misrecognition is when Android OS did not output some
touch logs (raw data of some touched points). TouchAnalyzer does not complement the
missed points (coordinates) as the touch panel driver of OS does (Fig. 6).

Figure 11: Visualization of touch operation
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The eﬀects of this problem could be enhanced in the case of swipe operations. The degree
of missing points depends on the performance of the touch panel device and the area size in
the screen over which the finger is contacting. Actually, as shown in Table 3, recognition
accuracy for the little finger is the lowest (76%) because the contact area size is the smallest
among all fingers.
Hirabe et al.
Hirabegot
et al.
The rotate operation
the lowest accuracy (85% in Table 2) among all types. The number
of misrecognitions was 15. However, all of these misrecognitions were pinch-in or pinch-out.
In general, rotate and pinch-in/out operations are performed at similar timings, thus we
believe that this kind of misrecognition is not a big problem for so-context recognition.
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Table 4: Target operation forms

Operation
form
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Holding hand
Right hand
Left hand
Left hand
Right hand
On the desktop

Operation
Hand Finger
Thumb
Right
Index
Thumb
Left
Index
Thumb
Right
Index
Thumb
Left
Index

B. Development of the estimation model of operation form

Fig. 13 shows an outline of the process for building the estimation model. The estimation
targets can be roughly divided into cases where they are held by hand and cases where they
are placed on a desktop. If you have it in your hand, the smartphone will move. On the other
hand, if the smartphone is put on the desktop, the smartphone remains stationary. Classifying
these two cases can easily be done by measuring the acceleration built in the smartphone.
Therefore, we treat the 4 forms from 1 to 4 in Table 4 for estimation.
Next, each of the four forms is estimated based on the touch operation log obtained from
TouchAnalyzer. To construct the estimation model, we use the Random Forest machine
learning algorithm.
C. Experiment

Data was collected from 10 subjects for evaluation of the estimation model. The age of the
subjects ranged from 23 to 28 years old. Experimental terminal was Nexus 5. Subjects
carried out touch operations with four types of operation forms (1 to 4 in Table 4) for 3
minutes each.
The collected data attributes are as follows:
 start point (xs, ys)
 end point (xe, ye)
 moving distance (moving distance of x-axis direction, moving distance of y-axis
direction)
 direction of swipe
 area of most frequent touches
 hand size
The starting point is the coordinates at which the swipe is started, and the end point is the
coordinates at which swiping is ended. From these two points, the moving distance is
calculated. Also, the direction of the arc drawn by the swipe is calculated. The area of most
frequent touches means extracting an area that is most frequently touched by the subject. The
touch panel is divided into 12 sections in the x-axis direction and 16 sections in the y-axis
direction, giving 192 areas. For the size of the hand, we use the thumb and index finger
length.
For these data, an estimation model was constructed using Random Forest and evaluated.
For the evaluation, a Leave-One-Person-Out method was used.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, as a tool for estimating so-contexts (smartphone operation contexts), we
proposed a system called TouchAnalyzer that monitors, recognizes and outputs user's touch
operations including multi-finger-touch, multi-finger-swipe, pinch-in/out and rotate on any
Android phone. We implemented TouchAnalyzer and evaluated its recognition accuracy for
5 diﬀerent types of touch operations with diﬀerent numbers of fingers. As a result, we got
100% of accuracy for single-finger-touch/swipe and two-finger-swipe, 98% for two-finger
swipe and pinch-in/out, 96.5% for multi-finger-touch with 3 to 8 fingers, on average.
To show the applicability of TouchAnalyzer to so-context recognition, we constructed a
machine learning based model for recognizing the smartphone holding style (operation forms)
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as so-context. As a result, we achieved 95% accuracy for recognizing 4 diﬀerent operation
forms.
Our future work includes developing an application to recognize more complex socontexts such as while-activities (e.g., smoking/eating while operating a smartphone) from
touch operations.
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